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T H E D W E L L I N G - P L A C E O F D IV IN IT IES ? - A " M O U N T O L Y M P U S " IN C Y P R U S . 
T H E R E M A R K A B L E D ISCOVERIES OF DR. MAX O H N E F A L S C H - R I C H T E R A T RANTIDI , 
1. ADVANCED AS PROOF THAT THE RANTIDI HILL IS A "MOUNT 
OLYMPUS," ON WHICH THE GODS WERE SUPPOSED TO DWELL 
AND ON WHICH ALTARS WERE ERECTED ΤΟ THKM J TLIE SI ONE 
LEDGE WITH THE INSCRIPTION "I AM CONSECRATED TO 
ZEUS.'' 
2. FOUND ON THE HILL OF RANTIDI, WHICH, IT IS BELIEVED, IS A 
"MOUNT OLYMPUS"; THE STONE LEDGE FROM THE ALTAR OF 
THE CHIEF OF THE GODS, SHOWING THE INSCRIPTION " I AM 
CONSECRATED TO ZEUS." 
3. THE POSITION OF THE NKWLY DISCOVERED DWELLING-PLACE OF THE 
GODS IN CYPRUS: THE LOCATION OF RANTIDI AND THE "MOUNT 
OLYMPUS," RANTIDI HILL. 
4. MADE IN THE FASHION DESCRIBED AS " SNOW MEN'S WORK" : 
A SOLDIER WITH A SWORD (IN TERRA COTTA)—FIGURES SIMILAR TO 
WHICH WERE FOUND AT RANTIDI BEFORE THE GREAT DISCOVERY. 
5. BELIEVED TO PROVE THAT RANTIDI HILL IS A " MOUNT OLYMPUS ": 
A PLAN OF THE RUINS WHICH ARE DECLARED TO SHOW THAT THE 
PLACE WAS SACRED TO THE WORSHIP OF VARIOUS DEITIES. 
6. THE GODDESS A SHRINE TO WHOM, DISCOVERED 
ON -nil! HILL OF RANTIDI, LED TO FURTHER 
EXCAVATIONS, AND THE BELIKE THAT THE 
PLACE IS A "MOUNT OLYMPUS": A FINE 
HEAD OF APHRODITE. 
J. THE DISCOVERER OF THE "MOUNT OLYMPUS": 
DR. OHVEFALSCH - RICHTER AT THE BOWER 
IN WHICH HE SLEPT WHILE PHOTOGRAPHING 
RANTIDI HILL AND HIS DISCOVERIES THERE. 
The very dist-inguished archjeologist. Dr. Max Ohnefalsch-Richter. who has been working in Cyprus for some sixteen years, has been excavating on Rantidi Hill with remarkable results, which 
he believes prove that the hill is a "Mount Olympus," or home of the gods. {Continued opposite. 
